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IN MANY WAYS, THE MIND IS YOUR 
CHILD’S FIRST PLAYGROUND! THERE 
ARE MANY WAYS IN WHICH COGNITIVE 
DEVELOPMENT IN DEAF OR HARD OF 
HEARING (D/HH) CHILDREN IS JUST 
LIKE THAT IN HEARING CHILDREN.  
HOWEVER, THERE ARE A HANDFUL OF 
AREAS WHERE D/HH KIDS SEEM TO BE 
AT GREATER RISK FOR DIFFICULTY OR 
DELAY.

 9 Notice what captures your child’s attention and 
attend to that, as well.

 9 Establish eye contact.
 9 Play hiding games like peek-a-boo.
 9 Watch how your child plays with objects to better 

understand how the child is understanding the 
world.

 9 Comment on your child’s play by offering words 
to describe what the child is doing and how items 
are categorized (e.g., “you are taking care of your 
stuffed animals- just like a vet!” Or “those are 
vehicles”).

 9 Before your child can use words, use gestures that 
communicate, such as waving bye-bye, show me, 
give me, pointing. 

 9 Play games that encourage your child to imitate 
what you are doing, such as building or feeding.

 9 Play with absurdities, doing things that are 
unexpected and surprising.

 9 Ask your child about feelings and thoughts of 
other people, animals, or toys. 

 9 Use mental-state language, e.g. “Then what 
happened?”

Before they’re able to explore the world with their 
bodies, children are already exploring the world with 
their mind and their senses.  Psychologists used to 
believe that the mind developed pretty much the 
same way regardless of a child’s experiences, but 
we’ve since come to understand that both the child’s 
environment and their own actions & experiences 
can contribute to fostering healthy cognitive 
development. 

Researchers are actively trying to understand 
why these areas seem to be at risk in deaf or hard 
of hearing children.  Two main explanations have 
been proposed.  According to one view, healthy 
development in these areas depends on experience 
with sound.  According to another view, healthy 
cognitive development depends on successful 
acquisition of language, whether signed or spoken.  
Fortunately, both views agree that providing access 
to sound and access to language (whether signed or 
spoken) promotes cognitive development.
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